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Abstract: 
Consumer's buying behavior depends on what and how much he could get from the products, and price is the 
deciding factor for consumer utility. Manufacturers can achieve benefits maximization through making reasonable 
pricing strategy. This article establishes benefits function of the manufacturers in "t rade old for new", and through 
example analysis, studies the influence to the comsumers' buying behavior and manufacturers' benefits by the 
products' trade old for new price and the consumers' reservation price. 
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1. Introduction 
Perishable h igh-tech products are those whose value decreases quickly with the lapse of time due to 
constant improvement of technology. It has such characteristics as high technology, high added value, 
high product updates speed, short life cycle and old and new products co -existing in the same market. 
There are variety of perishable high-tech products now, and a great deal of products have been abandoned 
which are still o f a higher value in the upgrade of the products. This is a kind of waste of resources and 
technology, and causes pollution and influence on the ecological environment in the meantime.  
Along with the sustainable development strategy deepens constantly in China, the issues of resources 
economy and environment protection are increasingly become the focus. To develop circular economy 
with minimum resource consumption and environment cost to acquire maximum economic and social 
benefit is imperative now. Reverse logistics of perishable high-tech products' recovery and reuse is its 
important components. 
2. Proposing of the Problem 
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In the increasingly heated market competit ion, several generations of the same product  co-exist in the 
market due to the high-tech products' upgrading speeding up, and the manufacturers often sell several 
generations of one product with a different price in the mean time. That is to say, when the new product is 
launched, the old ones will generally not drop out immediately but gradually as demands falling. So, there 
is a upgrading process in which old and new products co-exist in the same market. In the upgrading 
process, the prices of several generations have a great influence on sales of p roducts. This kind of 
influence is multiple, not only affecting the sales itself, but its father and next generation.  
In real life, in o rder to promote sales of the new products and recycle old ones, and thus incease the 
sales volume and raise the profit, manufacturers often hold "trade old for new" activities. "Trade old for 
new" means that consumers trade their first generation products, then add some price d ifference, for the 
second generation products. Thus on one hand the manufactures can mostly promo te the sales of the 
second generation products, and attract those consumers who have first generation products but don't 
want to buy the second generation products. On the other hand, the recycled first generation products can 
be saled again for more residual value by fu rther manufacture or refurbish. Nowadays, "trade old for new" 
is more and more pervasive, which is not only a main  promotion for manufacturers but economic 
development strategy supported with great efforts by country. 
Normally, the price of the product mainly  depends on its costs. However, with the continuous growing 
of the economy, the consumer's buying behavior is also changing constantly. Whether the consumer buy a 
product often depends on what and how much he could get from the products. In short, only when the 
consumer's reservation price of the products is greater than the actual selling price of products, will 
consumers choose to buy the product. For manufacturers, product prices will affect the customers' buying 
ratio, that is to say, pricing strategy will effectively affect the consumers' decision to purchase, control 
their buying behaviour, and impact  on profit earn ings of the manufacturers at last. Therefore, the issue of 
how to decide the price of "trade old for new" and achieve benefits maximization must be solved urgently 
for manufacturers.  
3. The model for Perishable High-tech Products in "Trade Old for New" 
3.1. Basic Hypothesis 
(1) Only when the old products' supply is less than demands, and new products' supply is more than 
demands, the manufacturers will hold the activity of "trade old for new", that is Q1 < D1θQ2 > D2. Here 
Q1 and Q2 means the stocks of old and new products. D1 and D2 means the market demands of old and 
new products. 
(2) The in itial stocks of new products provided by the manufacturers fo r "trade o ld for new"  is Q2 - D2 
and the activities come to an end when the stocks decrease to 0.  
(3) When manufacturers sale new products through "trade old for new", their t arget consumers are 
those who have already in possession of the old ones. So the activity of "trade old for new" make no 
influence to normal sales of old ones. 
(4) Only when the new products encounter poor sales, the manufacturers will hold "trade old fo r new". 
So "trade old for new" make no influence to normal sales of new ones . 
(5) Suppose the selling p rice of the old  products and new ones is P1, P2 respectively, the difference 
between them is P0, the ratio of consumers in possession of the old products who take part in "trade old 
for new" is 0O . Suppose the buying rate in the market of potential consumers complies with the Poisson 
distribution referring to the setting of customers demands pattern by Britran. There is a reservation price 
for a particular p roduct for every consumer which is derived from h is experience, its substitute price and 
other informat ion. Only when the actual selling price of the product is less than the consumer's 
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reservation price, will the consumers choose to buy the product. Product prices affect the rat io of 
customers who buy the products.  
Suppose that the price of high-tech product is 3, the probability density function and cumulative 
distribution function of customer's reservation price can be expressed as IS and )S according to 
Lazear's research, in  which )Sexpress the ratio of customers who will not buy when the consumer's 
reservation price is less than the actual selling price. Only when the consumer's reservation price is 
greater than the actual selling price, the customers will buy the product. So the ratio  of customers  who 
will buy is )S. Different customers have different reservation prices. We can sufficiently represent 
the difference of reservation price caused by the heterogeneity of consumers through parameters setting, 
and here we adopt index distribution of parameter υ to represent the consumer's reservation price 
distribution. Thus: 
  pp 1 eF Q                (1) 
The consumer who has already taken possession of the first generation products has two choices when 
he purchases again. One, take part in the "trade old for new", use his old product and price difference P0 
for new one. Another buys the new product directly and reserves the old one. When the consumers take 
part in "trade o ld for new", what they pay are the sum of P0 and their own  reservation prices. Suppose the 
consumer’s  reservation price of old product is '
1P , then the total price in  "trade old for new" is 
'
0 1P P . 
Suppose '
1 1,0 1P kP k   , in which k  is the consumer's reservation price factor. Since the ratio o f 
consumers who participate in "trade old for new" is 0O , according to (1): '
0 1 0 1( ) ( )'
0 0 11 e e
P P P kPF P P Q QO      ˄  ˅                     (2) 
3.2. Model Solution 
According to the supposes above, the benefits function of the manufacturers in "trade old for new" is:  
1 1 2 2 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 2( )B PQ P D P Q D C Q C QO              (3) 
Substitute (3) with (2):  
0 1( )
1 1 2 2 0 2 2 1 1 2 2e ( )
P kPB PQ P D P Q D C Q C QQ           (4) 
Derive (4) to P0:  
0 1 0 1( ) ( )
2 2 0 2 2
0
e ( ) ( ) e ( )P kP P kP
dB
Q D v P Q D
dP
Q Q       
        (5) 
Set (5) as 0, the optimum price for "trade old for new" is: 
*
0
1
P
v
 
                          (6) 
Demonstrate: Derive  (5) to P0, get the second derivative fo r manufacturer's benefit  function B  to P0 
under "trade old for new ": 
0 1 0 1
2
( ) ( )2
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      (7) 
Join P0 =1/v to (7): 
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Since Q2 > D2ˈv>0, so 2
2
0
0
d B
dP
 , when P0 =1/v, function B can get the maximum figure. 
3.3. Example Analysis of the "Trade Old for New" Price 
  3.3.1 Benefit-Price curve 
Suppose the prices and costs of the old products and the new ones respectively are P1=80, P2=80, 
C1=40, C2=60, the initial stocks and the market demands respectively are Q1=100, D1=150, Q2=150, 
D2=100, Consumers' benefits distribution factor v =0.025, consumer's reservation price factor k=0.04. 
The benefits function now is : 00.025( 32)
05000 50
PB Pe    
Set 
0 (0,80)P  , now the benefits curve of the manufacturers is shown as fig .1: 
 
As shown in fig.1, along with the "trade old for new" price increases, the manufacturer's benefits 
present the trend that firstly increasing and then decreasing, and achieve to maximize value when P0=40, 
then the manufacturer's benefits is about 5330. 
  3.3.2 Sensitivity analysis for consumer's reservation price 
Consumer's reservation price will make influence to the manufacturer's benefits. When the "trade old 
for new" price P0=40, set (0,1)k , now the benefits curve of the manufacturers is shown as fig.2: 
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As shown in fig.2, manufacturer's benefits decrease along with the increase of the consumer's 
reservation price. For manufacturers, when the consumer's reservation price is low, they can make a 
higher price fo r more benefits. When the consumer's reservation price is high, they can make a lower 
price to  promote sales of new products. As for the distribution of consumer's reservation price, 
manufacturers can get it through market research, such as a questionnaire survey to different groups of 
consumers to scientifically predict the consumer's reservation price.    
4. Conclusion and Expectation 
The consumer's reservation price will affect direct ly to the consumer's buying behavior, and then affect 
the ratio of consumers who take part in the activity of "trade old for new" , and finally affect the sales 
benefits of the manufacturers. Manufacturers can reach the purpose of benefits maximization through a 
reasonable pricing strategy. 
This article study the pricing strategy of "trade old for new" only when the old products are not sale 
again. So it is to be further discussed for old products be saled again by further manufacture or refurbish.  
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